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Comments 
 

 The heritage assets and places such as woodland/ heathland associated 

with buildings and places must be fully protected 
 

 Why is it that conservation areas and listed buildings in Lelant are not only 

allowed to be destroyed but are encouraged to be destroyed by inviting 
increased traffic flow to a narrow village road that is not fit for purpose. 

 
 Not sure how it could be done but more cut granite buildings like the ones 

lost at Treloyhan could be protected by listing. 

 
 There are many valuable buildings in St Ives which are not protected and 

which are vulnerable to developers. Significant properties have been 
demolished on Treggenna Hill and replaced with abominations – e.g. 
grotesque blocks of flats and holiday chalets totally ignoring the setting and 

view out of St Ives harbour. The planning authority has no regard at all for 
local vernacular style and design and they even encourage "modern" 

design. No other country is so casual about preserving the character of its 
towns and villages. 

 
 You do not save at any cost to the ratepayers. 

 

 St Ives Archive needs protecting. Its our heritage and its left to find its own 
premises – again!  

 
 Especially St Eia Hotel – that’s a disgrace to be replaced by modern.  

 

 Which ones? 
 

 We must stop pulling down buildings with local character just to build 
modern ‘little boxes’. 

 

 I hope this includes open spaces – parks etc.  
 

 To include settings and surroundings of those protected assets.  
 

 To include the surroundings – no selling off gardens e.g. most of Carbis 

Bay.  
 

 As long as the scheme is legally binding. 
 

 This must include any buildings related to mining and fishing heritage.  

 
 The cobbled streets should also be preserved and maintained.  

 
 The Parish Church should be prevented from selling the Vicarage and the 



Parish Rooms - both should go to the CLT. 
 

 But not all are identified (e.g. the old school in Lelant) or private wooded 
areas in Lelant (e.g. the woods at the bottom of Station Hill, the Plantation 

Green Lane, the wooded area adjoining the old station). 
 

 Need to have more buildings listed, i.e. Treloyhan Manor Hotel and those 

with cut granite of historical importance. 
 

 More protection is required by prohibiting any more building close to 
heritage assets. The church in Porthrepta Road was, regrettably a prime 
example of this need - observe: 2-storey house built very close to the side 

of the church and a much larger 2-storey house built opposite the church, 
just across the road. Both houses demonstrate inappropriate architecture 

and the view of the church should not have been violated. I am not 
religious, my opinion is not biased. 

 

 Broadly agree but needs to be taken on a case by case basis -can't keep 
everything in aspic or maintain everything well. 

 
 Demolition of landmark buildings in favour of holiday/second home 

accommodation must be restricted. 
 

 Area relies on tourism, like it or not. Once assets are compromised there's 

no going back. 
 

 Granite buildings to be preserved. Too much damage has already been 
done in St Ives.  

 

 Cornwall Council cannot be trusted, especially the planning department. 
Therefore, St Ives Town Council must be able to OVER RULE ANY 

APPROVAL BY THE CONSERVATION OFFICER - SHOULD CORNWALL 
COUNCIL WISH TO APPROVE A DEVELOPMENT WHICH IS NOT IN LINE 
WITH AREA PLAN ON CONSERVATION AREA AND LISTED BUILDINGS. I 

have the evidence to prove and support this change if requested. 
 

 Emphasis on uses for existing buildings being focused on employment NOT 
more, expensive to maintain, community buildings. 

 

 Make these heritage assets into places that the community can use, rather 
than left abandoned. 

 
 This policy should include specific reference to the impact of development 

on the appearance and setting of the heritage assets. 

 
 Just as I feared, it's completely art-centric with just a passing mention of 

writers, poets, musicians and composers.  There was a thriving Cornish 
culture here before artists arrived.  The cultural growth of St Ives must not 
just rest with art, the Cornish roots have been completely airbrushed out.  

You have offered a translation into Kernewek of the main introduction to 
the draft plan and to avoid this being completely pointless you must make 

connection with Cornish culture somewhere within the plan. You state "The 



culture and heritage of St Ives is not a passive inheritance but of crucial 
importance to its future..." so tell us what it is.  It must include a reference 

to Cornish language and dialect as without it you fail to even acknowledge, 
let alone build in, the benefit such historical connections can make to the 

development of cultural tourism - history and heritage is big business but 
its much, much more than just painting and sculpture. 
 

Specific other comments: 
 

p 16 - should it read "Boskerris Wartha" (and not Wortha)? 
 
p 17 - perhaps you could say "...by the 14th century the settlement of 

probably Cornish speaking St Ives.."   and "..populated by Cornish speaking 
tinners, farmers and fishermen..." 

 
p 18 point f, "with history going back before modern art" please. 
 

In the Culture and Heritage VISION statement on p19 and the FLOWCHART 
on p 96 and in the SA REPORT para 5.2.1 may I suggest the following 

amendment; 
 

Delete the word "both" and add at the end "...while also acknowledging 
West Penwith's strong Cornish and Celtic roots." 
 

p 20 -"Guildhall" should have a capital "G" please. 
 

p 91 - "Chylason" in Carbis Bay - former home of Robert Morton-Nance, 
father of the Cornish language revival and co-founder of the Old Cornwall 
Societies, of which St Ives was the first, and the Cornish Gorsedd, is not 

listed. I think it should be. 
 

p 94 Steeple Nature Reserve is not listed. 
 

 I have a real concern that the plan places far too much emphasis on the 

artistic side of St Ives' cultural past.  The town has and still is, a Cornish 
one and we must not lose sight of it's Cornish past, along with the language 

and practices that existed many years ago - long before the artists colony 
was established here. 

 

 In Appendix 1 ‘Culturally Significant Buildings and Places’ you list: 128 
Parish Rooms (these were built in 1900), 138 Original Fire Station, so why 

not Parish School (built 1847), now Redfern Court.  
 

 Up to date review of listed buildings and mandatory rules for protecting 

conservation areas. 
 

 This should be done in tandem with pedestrianising St. Ives. 
 

 Very much so. 

 
 Define what "reasonable and sustained" attempts is likely to mean in 

practice.  Also, define exactly what is meant by "economic use" in planning 



terms e.g. perhaps with reference to use class. 
 

 Strengthen the protection.  
 

 I also believe that more of our character buildings i.e. cut granite should be 
preserved in some sort of way unlike what has been allowed to happen at 
Treloyhan. Pull down a beautiful cut granite building and replace with 

concrete block! 
 


